Swiftest
Providing solutions for all your vehicle needs

Welcome to Swiftest
“Swiftest is a friendly and honest independent garage, dedicated

to providing exceptional service to you for your vehicles.
We build solid and trusting customer relationships based on
providing a truly excellent service with great value. We always go
that ‘Extra Mile’ to nurture and build relationships with our
customers.
As a proud member of the RAC Approved Garage Network
our mission is to always provide you with the highest quality of
auto repairs. Our skilled team of experienced technicians will
always try and get you back on the road as quickly and efficiently
as possible. Our focus and priority is to keep your fleet running
reliably“

Managing Director
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Swiftest
Providing solutions for all your vehicle needs
We are passionate in providing a cost-effective, friendly, honest
and reliable service for virtually all types of vehicle repairs,
servicing and MOT testing.
All our technicians are fully qualified to NVQ Level 3, and you’ll
find our reception staff exceptionally friendly and helpful.
When we quote for a job, the labour cost will be based on
industry-standard ICME job times, plus the cost of the parts at
non-inflated, regular high-street prices. We will always shop
around to find the best deals on parts using a variety of suppliers,
helping to save you money.
Furthermore, we aim to take the mystery out of the car repair
and servicing business by being up-front with prices and ensuring
there are never any surprises on your invoice when you come to
collect your vehicle.
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Our Services
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Our Services
Whatever type of vehicle you own, from a mini to a Sprinter
van, we have the trained staff, equipment and knowledge to
keep it on the road at a cost effective price. We offer a wide
range of services to cater for your vehicle including:
Mechanical &
Electrical
Repairs

Engine &
Transmission
Repairs & Rebuilds

Vehicle
Servicing &
MOT

Tyres & Brakes

Air Conditioning
Service &
Repairs

Electronic Diagnostics
of Engine & all
systems
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Vehicle Repairs & Servicing
Our fully-equipped workshop has 5 bays and can cope with
almost any type of car, van or 4x4. We know how
inconvenient it can be to have your vehicle off the road for
repairs for any length of time, which is why we always aim to
fix your vehicle the same day, subject to spare parts being
available.
In general, most parts suppliers can deliver to us the next
working day if the part is not already in stock, so your vehicle
shouldn’t need to be off the road too long. We are always
happy to arrange a hire vehicle for you while your vehicle is
being repaired and we also offer a free courtesy car (subject
to availability) for smaller repair jobs or servicing.
You can also book an MOT or request a SERVICE 24/7 using
our live, real-time Booking System. Pick a date and time to
suit you, receive instant email confirmation and a free annual
reminder.
“Whatever type of car or commercial vehicle you drive, we're here to help
you keep your service history up-to-date and ensure your vehicle is
maintained in tip-top condition. From a mini to a 4 ton van, we'll save you
£££s’ over main dealer prices without compromising on quality”
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Other Services
Should your vehicle develop a serious fault with its engine or
transmission, we have the necessary skills and equipment to diagnose
and repair it at a fraction of the cost of a main dealer. Whether it's
rebuilding your existing unit or suppling a replacement (either new or
second hand), you can be sure that we'll advise you on the best option
for your vehicle.
If your car or van interior isn’t cooling effectively, we're able to
diagnose and repair air conditioning systems using our range of
specialist equipment and IATA Trained technicians. We're also fully
equipped to deal with the new HFC1234YF gas.
We are the approved Terraclean service centre for Aldershot and we
offer a range of engine cleaning and decarbonisation treatments
including EGR, DPF and induction treatments for both petrol and
diesel engine vehicles.
Modern diesel engines have complex emission control systems fitted
such as Particulate Filters and Selective Catalyst Reduction (AdBlue).
We're experts at accurately diagnosing and repairing these systems to
ensure you minimize pollution levels.
Every car sold in the UK since 2004 has Anti Lock Brakes fitted as
standard. Faults with the ABS or traction control system will fail the
MOT and can make your vehicle dangerous to drive. We can quickly
diagnose and repair any faults and will offer a range of solutions to suit
your budget.
Free Loan Vehicle (subject to availability) – to keep you mobile while
we work on your vehicle (you only pay for fuel)
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Fleet & Van Servicing
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Fleet & Van Servicing
If you run a small fleet of vehicles, whether they're Minis or
Mercedes Sprinters, every day off the road costs you
money. Using main dealers often with long lead times for
booking and inflated prices can cost your company
substantially more than you need to spend on maintenance
and repairs.
We can offer a far better solution at significantly reduced
costs that'll keep your fleet on the road and earning you
money.
We can service your vehicles to main dealer standards using
genuine manufacturer's parts to ensure that your warranty
remains valid. We keep accurate service records and will send
reminders when future work is due.
If you experience a major fault such as a clutch or dual mass
flywheel failure (typically a 7 hour job to replace on most
large vans), if you arrange for the vehicle to be recovered to
us, we'll try to get you back on the road by the end of the next
working day.
We cater for all cars and vans up to 4 tonnes such as a LWB
Sprinter, Iveco Daily or Transit 350.
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10 Reasons Why
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Reason 1

Reason 2

Reason 3

Reason 4

Reason 5

We're different to
most garages – try
us and you'll see
why?

We don’t pay our
technicians a
bonus to ‘invent’
extra parts or
services

We have all the
latest diagnostic
equipment and
trained staff to use
it

We don’t
overcharge for
parts - you'll pay
the same (or less)
than in the shops

We're an RAC
approved garage
but completely
independent

Reason 6

Reason 7

Reason 8

Reason 9

Reason 10

We don’t just fit
new parts until the
fault is fixed

Our labour rates
are on average
30%-50% less
than main dealers

We can service
your new car
without affecting
the warranty

You'll find us to
be completely
honest and upfront

We'll make you a
lovely coffee while
you're waiting!

Why Swiftest?
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Opening Times
Monday

8:00am – 5:00pm

Tuesday

8:00am – 5:00pm

Wednesday

8:00am – 5:00pm

Thursday

8:00am – 5:00pm

Friday

8:00am – 5:00pm

Saturday

Closed

Sunday

Closed
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Contact Us
Swiftest Motors Ltd
01252 338588

info@swiftest.co.uk
17 Blackwater Way Aldershot GU12 4DN
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